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Introduction and Background
Metal coatings are one commonly used method to ensuring the lifetime of tools,
machinery, and industrial equipment. These coatings are often used for sacrificial
purposes in order to protect the base material of expensive or intricate parts and
need to be removed after an imposed wear so the parts can then be recoated.

Current CTI Agitation System
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For this project:


Sponsor’s coating removal process involved the removal of a Titanium Carbon
Nitride (TiCN) coating from a stainless steel substrate



Stripping process consists of several days of continuous agitation, via a slider
crank agitation system (shown on left), in a hot hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) bath



Part throughput limited because of various mechanical failures attributed to
corrosive environment and system design



Current agitation system needed to be improved to increase process reliability

Needs and Specifications
The system’s recurring failures led to the development of a list of customer requirements that became goals for the prototype system. The primary and secondary needs are listed below:
Importance

Common System Failures:
Bath vapor corrosion

Stripping of gearbox drive gear

Description

Current

Prototype

Removes Coating from Parts

6 days per batch of
parts

< 6 days per batch of
parts

Part Protection

Can damage or drop
parts during use

Minimize potential
damage to parts

Easy to Use and Maintain

Cumbersome operation, custom parts

Maximize ease of use,
maintenance

High

Gearbox oil loss due to
seal degradation
Gearbox shaft keyway failure

1-4 years depending on > 5 year lifetime, minimode of failure
mize repairs

System Reliability

Medium

Bushing corrosion failure
Motor coil corrosion

Low

Reasons for Previous Failures
Aesthetically Pleasing

No documentation

Use reasons to develop prototype

“It does the job.”

“Wow, that looks
great!”

Crank arm bolt failure
Descriptions (clockwise from top left): Stripping at gearbox main gear by drive worm gear; Close up of failed crank with corrosion and scuffing; Motor coil with corrosion; View of entire agitation assembly and top of tank; View of broken basket hanger
inside tank; Gearbox with failed crank bolt.

Time

Concept Selection/System Design
A variety of mechanical concepts to simplify the agitation process were developed,
then the criteria was expanded to include other stripping processes. It was determined that an ultrasonic cleaning unit was ideal for this cleaning process.

Descriptions: Top Left - Stripping of TiCN coating over
time; Bottom Left - Metal tabs immersed using an indirect method in small ultrasonic unit

Test Results/Analysis

Commercially available ultrasonic units typically:


Had very few moving parts when compared with mechanical system concepts



Offered manufacturer warranties that guaranteed system durability



Induce a high energy environment that can accelerate the stripping reaction

Variable Testing - Used small scale ultrasonic unit to determine impact of time and
temperature on stripping rate; increase in temperature results in an increase in strip
rate. Continued testing in large scale ultrasonic tank to show a 100% increase in strip
rate when compared with current process at same 140 F process temperature.

Initial System Concepts:

Mechanical Rotation System

Testing was performed to understand the effect that ultrasonics would have on the
sponsor’s stripping process. Small metal samples with a TiCN coating, along with a hydrogen peroxide based solution and two ultrasonic units were used during this testing.

Ultrasonic Cleaning Unit

Solution Conductivity and Absorbance - Tested solutions from variable testing, showed
correlation between absorbance and Ti concentration; no correlation between conductivity and Ti concentration
Corrosion Testing - Used small scale ultrasonic unit to show that the use of H2O2 has
minimal impact on a stainless steel part substrate mass when compared with water

Summary/Conclusions

Residual Coating Testing - Confirmed clean parts have no residual TiCN coating
The completion of this testing allowed for preliminary process
conditions for the new ultrasonic unit be provided to the sponsor.




Peroxide Titration Testing - Used to determine amount of active H2O2 in solution

The new ultrasonic system at full power decreased the stripping process time to approximately half the original rate
Temperature has a profound effect on the stripping rate; for
low temperatures the stripping rate dropped significantly

Future Recommendations
Prototype CTI Ultrasonic
Part Cleaning System



Perform further ultrasonic testing with a larger sample size for better accuracy

At about half power, the ultrasonic unit imposes little change
on the stripping rate



Determine impact of ultrasonics on part substrate over the part’s lifetime



Use a heating/cooling system to maintain precise operating temperatures



Solution absorbance has proved to be an effective tool of analyzing the Ti concentration within solution.



Use an indirect method (corrosive solution in container immersed in ultrasonic
unit) for the stripping process



In order to compensate for both the exothermic stripping reaction and the energy in the ultrasonics adding heat to the system, an external cooling unit was used during testing



Descriptions: Top - Large ultrasonic unit
purchased for customer; Bottom - Function generator for the large ultrasonic unit



Protects tank from corrosion; makes it east to cool/heat tank with water



Decreases consumption of H2O2 solution because solution degradation
(function of area exposed to environment) is minimized
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